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UNIFORM BOUNDS FOR ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEMS

JERROLD SIEGEL AND FRANK WILLIAMS

(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. In this paper we generalize our previous joint work with Allan

Calder on the width of homotopies by considering an arbitrary finite poly-

hedral pair {IV, V) rather than (/, {0,1}). We show that given appropriate

topological conditions on a Riemannian manifold M , with respect to ( W, V),

there are bounds, Bq{a,{W, V),M), such that \î F: K x W —> M is & map

with Lip(F\(K x V))<a, then F can be deformed rt\(K x V) to F' with
Lip(F') < Bq{a, (W, V), M) + e , where e > 0 is arbitrary and dim(K) = g .

1. INTRODUCTION

In a sequence of papers ([1], [3], [9], [10], and [11]) Allan Calder and the

present authors studied certain families of invariants for Riemannian manifolds

with finite fundamental groups. These invariants were based on the concept of

the "width" of a homotopy into the manifold. Regarding a homotopy 77: K x

I —> M as a continuous family of paths, the width of 77, |77|, is the supremum

of lengths of these paths. The central result of our earlier work was that for each

n there existed a global bound Bq(M) such that for all K with dim(AT) < q ,

H can be deformed rel(.Kx{0,1}) to a homotopy 7/' with |77'| < B (M) + e,

where e may be chosen arbitrarily small.

In this paper we study whether similar results hold when one replaces the

pair (7, {0,1}) with an arbitrary finite polyhedral pair (W, V). We find that

the answer is yes, given certain topological conditions determined by the par-

ticular manifold and polyhedral pair. The proofs, however, are more involved

and highlight the fact that the functional underlying our earlier work was the

Lipschitz constant, not the path length. (There is a small literature on related

aspects of the Lipschitz constant, cf. [4], [7], and [8].)

We shall consider data consisting of a compact metric polyhedral pair ( W, V)

and a closed Riemannian manifold M. For a map /: W —* M, let Lip(/)

denote the Lipschitz constant of / :
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A form of the isoperimetric question is: Given a map f:W^M with

Lip(/|F) < 00, what is the infimum of the set of Lipi/7) where f agrees with

f on VI More generally, we may ask a parametric version of this question:

Given a map F: KxW —* M with Lip(F\(K x V)) < öo, what is the infimum

of the set of Lip(F') such that F' agrees with F on K xVl Here

l^ip(F) — sup{Lip(7^), where Fx(w) - F(x, w)}
xeK

In this paper we prove boundedness theorems for solutions to these varia-

tional problems. An example of the results we obtain is

Theorem A. Let n, q be nonnegative integers and (Dn ,Sn~ ) be the unit ball

in R" . Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold with nn(M) finite. For every

a>0 there exists b < oo such that if F: K x Dn —► M is a map with Lip(F|

(K xSn~x))<a and dim(K) <q, then F can be deformed rel(K xSn~x) to

F with Lip(F) < b.

Thus Bq(a,(Dn,Sn~x),M) = infimum of all such b is an invariant of M

that provides a bound on the solutions of a class of parametrized isoperimetric

problems.

We remark that the requirement that nn(M) be finite is, in general, necessary.

In fact, we have

TheoremB.  Bx(l ,(Dn ,S"~x),Sn) = oo.

The nonparametrized case, q = 0, is already of interest. We observe

Theorem C. Let (W, V) be a compact polyhedral pair and M be a closed Rie-

mannian manifold. Then for every a>0 there exists b such that if f: W —> M

is any map with Lip(/|F) < a, then f may be deformed, rel(F), to a map f

with Lip(/) < b.

The relationship between the results of the present paper and our earlier work

can be seen by observing that Theorem A remains true if one replaces the second

occurrence of Lip by any other functional dominated by the

Lipschitz constant, ^-dimensional volume, Ar-content, or rc-dimensional Haus-

dorff measure. However, one cannot make similar statements about the condi-

tion on K x S"~ . The critical point is that the space of Lipschitz maps from

Sn~ to M with a given bound is compact. This is not the case for the other

functionals just mentioned.

For completeness, it is worth remarking that in our earlier work we were

considering the pair (D , S ). In this case, the space of maps of S into M

is trivially compact.

One would like to be able to compute some of these new invariants as we were

able to compute those in our earlier work, but the present state of knowledge of

the homotopy of function spaces does not appear sufficient to permit this, even

in simple cases.  In particular, it would be useful to know for, say, M = S"
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and ( W, V) — (D , S ), how the double-loop space Q S" acquires its cellular

structure in terms of the Lipschitz constant.

§2.

We begin by formalizing the definitions presented in § 1. Let us fix a compact

metric polyhedral pair ( W, V) and a closed connected Riemannian manifold

M.

2.1. Definition. Let AT be a finite-dimensional polyhedron and F : K x W —► M

a map. Set

(a) L(F) = inf{Lip(F)|F ~ FrelK x V} ;

(b) Mapq(a, (W, V), M) = {F\ Lip^A: x V) < a, and dim(7c") < q} ; and

(c) Bq(a,(W,V),M) = sup{L(F)\FeMapq(a,(W,V),M)}.

As the following example shows, these quantities will, in general, be infinite.

Proof of Theorem B. (Bx ( 1, (Dn, Sn~x ), Sn ) = oo). Let d be a positive integer.

Let
fd:(Ix Sn~X, (Bd(7) x S"~x) U (7 x {*})) - (Sn , *)

be a map of degree -d such that L(fd) < 1. (Recall that this means that for

each tel, fd: {t}xSn~x -* S" has Lipschitz constant < 1.) Let gd: IxD" -*

S" be any extension of fd . Finally, let gd and gd be the restrictions of g to

{l}xDn and {0}xDn respectively. Bd(7)"x7) is the union of the (closures of

the) three «-cells {1} xDn , {0} xD" , and Sn~x x I. Since gd\ Bd(Dn x I) ~ * ,

we see that

deg(fd) + deg(gd) + deg(gd) = 0.

Hence

max{deg(£J~), deg(^")} > d/2.

Since d was arbitrary, Bx ( 1, (Dn ,Sn~x), Sn) = oo.   Q.E.D.

We proceed to our most general result after recalling two relevant facts.

2.2. Lemma. (The Bounded Lifting Lemma [1, Theorem 2.3]).

Let p: E —► B be a fibration with fiber F and such that

(a) B is compact;

(b) p is locally fiber-homotopy trivial; and

(c) F is the homotopy type of a CW-complex of finite type.

Then for each n there is a compact subspace Cn ç E such that if X is n-

dimensional and f: X —► E is a map, we may deform f to f over p such

thatf(X)cCn.

2.3. Lemma. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold. We can choose U,

a neighborhood of the diagonal in M x M, and k > 0 such that

(a) if (x, y) e U there is a unique minimal geodesic, X(x ,y ,t), in U from

x to y, and
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(b) there is a finite convex covering {V¡} of M such that for all i, V¡ xV¡C

U and such that for x, yx, y2^^¡ and 0 < s < 1,

d(X(x,yx,s),X(x,y2,s)) < icd(X(x,yx, l),X(x,y2,1)).

(See, for example, [2].)

2.4. Theorem. Let ( W, V) be a compact metric polyhedral pair and M a

closed connected Riemannian manifold. Suppose that for every map f: V -*

M the space Fib(/) = {/: W —► M\f extends /} has a finite number of

components. Then for all a>0, q > 0 we have Bq(a,(W ,V), M) < oo.

Theorem A is a special case of this theorem, since when ( W, V) = (Dn , S"),

the space Fib(/) ~ QnM when / is nullhomotopic and is empty otherwise.

Proof of2 A. The inclusion V CW induces a fibration p: M —► M with

Fib(/) as fiber over F. Using adjointness in the usual way, questions about

extending map from K x V to K x W may be replaced by lifting problems

with respect to p . Let Mva be the subspace of maps with Lipschitz constant

< a, and let pa: E —> Ma   be the restriction of p over Ma .

2.5. Lemma. The map pa satisfies the hypotheses of the Bounded Lifting

lemma (2.2 above).

Proof,    (a) Using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, one shows that Ma   is compact.

(b) Mv is locally contractible [6]. Hence, p is locally fiber-homotopy triv-

ial, and consequently so is any induced fibration.

(c) By the Serre spectral sequence, applied to the restriction of p over indi-

vidual components of M , each component of Fib(/) has homology

of finite type. By [5], each component of Fib(/) is a nilpotent space,

and since by hypothesis there are only a finite number of components,

it must have finite type.

Returning to the proof of 2.4, we fix a nonnegative integer q and C c 7s be

a compact subset as guaranteed by the Bounded Lifting lemma. This inclusion

corresponds to a map (evaluation) e: C' xW —► M such that Lip(t?|(C9 x V) <

a). We need to adjust e(relCq x V) so that the adjusted map ë: Cq x W —►

M will have finite Lipschitz constant. Suppose we found such an ë. Let

F: KxWM be a map such that Up(F\(KxV)) < a and dim(AT) < q . Adjoint

F to a map G0: K —» E and deform G0 vertically to Gx : K —* Cq . The map

Fx = ë o (Gx x Id) : K x W —► M is a suitable map since Lip(Fj ) < Lip(ë) = b.

We now construct ë. Let {V¡} be the cover of M guaranteed by 2.3. Let k

be the associated constant and let o = sup{diam(^)}. By the compactness of

C xW there exists a triangulation of W such that for every x eC and every

simplex a , e({x} x a) c Vt., for some i. We assume that we have triangulated

W in this fashion.

Let W° be the vertices of W that are not in V. Ordering W , we have

W° — {wx, ... ,uij, ... ,wk} and we define ë by induction on ;'. Define ë — e
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on C x V. Setting V = L0 , we define L to be the subcomplex generated by

Lj_, and w.. Clearly Lk = W. We define ë inductively on L given that we

have defined it on L._,. Let ë = e on C x {w.} and suppose a is a simplex

of L _, such that a * w. is in L.. For yea and x e C , define

ë(x,(toy + (l - t) owj)) = X(ë(x ,y) ,ë(x ,Wj) ,t),

the geodesic between ë(x,y) and ë(x,w.). Notice that since the V¡ are convex

e(x,a *Wj) c Vi implies the same for ë and we can deform e to ë along

geodesies.

We must now verify that Lip(ë) < oo. This amounts to an exercise in local

Riemannian geometry. First, because Lip is local in nature it suffices to show

Lip(?) is bounded on a * w.. Let y0 and z0 be two points of this simplex.

Using barycentric coordinates, we write

y0 = sy + ( 1 - s)Wj   and   zQ = tz + (l - t)Wj.

Suppose t >s. Defining zx = sz + (l-s)w. and letting d denote the barycen-

tric metric on W, we have

d(y0 ' zo)2 = ¿CVo ' zi )2 + d(zi ' zo)2 - 2i/(^o ' zi )d(zi ' zo) cosí'í) '

where w is the angle y0zxz0 . Since rç > n/4, we have cos(w) < l/\/2. Hence

0?(v0, z0)2 > d(y0, z, )2 + d(zx, z0)2 - \/2í7(y0, z, )í7(z¡ , z0),

= i7(>;0, z,)2/2 + (d(y0, z,)/^ - d(zx, z0))2,

so

d(y0,zQ)>d(y0,zx)/y/2   and   i7(y0,z0) > rf(z, ^^/v^.

Let YQ, Z0, Z, , etc. be the images of y0, z0, z, , etc. under ë. Using

the symbol d ambiguously we have

d(Y0,ZQ) < ^(Fq.Z.) + d(Zx,Z0) < ^ Myp.Z.) + ¿(Z,,Z0)\

rf(y0 » zo) ~ d(yo ' zo)   ^(^0 - zo)       V rfCvo ' zi)   ¿(zi - zo) / '

But
rf(r0>Z,) rd(Y,Wj)
d(y0,zx) " d(y,Wj) '

since Y, yo, Zj , and W^ lie along the same geodesic. This second term is

bounded since a is compact. Moreover, d(zx ,zQ) = sd(y,z) and d(Zx,ZQ) <

Ksd(Y,Z), where k is as defined in 2.3. Thus

d(Zx,Z0)        d(Y,Z)

d(zx,z0) -K d(y,z)  -*Vi>

where >l _, is the Lipschitz bound on L._, .

2.6. T^z'/za/ remarks. Theorem A is, of course, not the only obvious application

of 2.4. Let M bean «-sphere or a manifold covered by an «-sphere. If the pair

(W, V) is sufficiently connected, then the hypothesis of 2.4 is satisfied because

the homotopy groups of M will be finite in the appropriate dimensions.
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